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Abstract During the past decades, atomically thin, two-
dimensional (2D) layered materials have attracted tremen-
dous research interest on both fundamental properties and
practical applications because of their extraordinary
mechanical, thermal, electrical and optical properties,
which are distinct from their counterparts in the bulk
format. Various fabrication methods, such as soft-litho-
graphy, screen-printing, colloidal-templating and chemi-
cal/dry etching have been developed to fabricate micro/
nanostructures in 2D materials. Direct laser fabrication
with the advantages of unique three-dimensional (3D)
processing capability, arbitrary-shape designability and
high fabrication accuracy up to tens of nanometers, which
is far beyond the optical diffraction limit, has been widely
studied and applied in the fabrication of various micro/
nanostructures of 2D materials for functional devices. This
timely review summarizes the laser-matter interaction on
2D materials and the significant advances on laser-assisted
2D materials fabrication toward diverse functional photo-
nics, optoelectronics, and electrochemical energy storage
devices. The perspectives and challenges in designing and
improving laser fabricated 2D materials devices are
discussed as well.

Keywords two-dimensional (2D) materials, direct laser
fabrication, laser thinning, laser doping, photonics and
optoelectronics devices, electrochemical energy storage

1 Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) materials usually refer to crystalline
materials consisting of mono or a few layers of atoms, with
thicknesses varying from one atomic layer to more than ten

nanometers [1–7]. So far, a variety of 2D materials have
been successfully isolated, including graphene, hexagonal
boron nitride (hBN), transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs), including MX2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te),
black phosphorus (BP) and perovskite (MAPbX3, MA =
CH3NH3, X = I, Br) [2,8–15]. Consisting of only one or a
few atomic layers, 2D materials exhibit exotic physical and
chemical properties, such as atomic thickness, 2D laminar
structure and relatively large surface area, which are
distinctively different from their bulk counterparts, open-
ing new opportunities for nanoscale devices, especially
electronic and photonics applications.
Functional micro/nanoscale devices based on 2D

materials have been explored using various fabrication
techniques, including soft-lithography [16], screen-print-
ing [17], colloidal-templating [18] and chemical/dry
etching [19] in order to utilize the intriguing properties
of the 2D materials. Direct laser fabrication has been
established as a nanometer patterning enabler for chal-
lenges that are otherwise not possible to overcome in
diversified fundamental and application settings, because
of its unique 3D processing capability, flexible patterning
designability and high fabrication accuracy (tens of
nanometers), far beyond the optical diffraction limit [20–
22]. Recently, this flexible fabrication tool has been widely
used in 2D materials patterning, modification, doping and
functionalization, demonstrating versatile property. So far,
several review papers have provided timely updates on 2D
material development and some conceptual device designs
[23–29]. As an emerging tool for effective fabrication of
2D material-based functional devices, direct laser proces-
sing is getting significant attention due to its enormous
flexibility and accuracy. This timely review provides an in-
depth summary and understanding on direct laser fabri-
cated 2D material functional devices, which has not been
available before.
In this paper, we review the state-of-the-art 2D material-

based functional devices using the direct laser fabrication
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technique. We first provide a brief overview on the
physical property changes of 2D materials upon laser
exposure. Then, we analyze in detail the advantages and
limitations of 2Dmaterials functional devices fabricated by
direct laser processing for practical applications, based on
the benchmark theoretical and experimental results in this
field. Finally, we discuss the remaining challenges and
future opportunities in this field.

2 Laser and 2D materials interactions

Depending on laser conditions, laser-matter interactions
may involve several concurrent processes: single photon
absorption, material ablation, melting and agglomeration
of nanostructures and chemical/physical modifications
[29,30]. These processes lead to different material property
changes, which are the fundamental basis for various
device designs.

2.1 Direct laser writing of graphene patterns

Nanofabrication of graphene patterns with high quality on
desired substrates remains as the main challenge for future
graphene applications and has recently become a focus.
The direct laser writing (DLW) technique has been
proposed and appears to be a promising approach.
Compared with the conventional “synthesis+ patterning”
approaches, which require multiple processing steps, time-
consuming and lack of economic viability, the DLW
method provides high flexibility for arbitrary graphene
patterning via a non-contact and mask free fabrication
process which reduces the fabrication cost. More impor-
tantly, DLW can achieve a single-step fabrication of
graphene patterns by combining graphene growth and
patterning steps, resulting in a significantly enhanced

efficiency. In this regard, Xiong et al. reported that bilayer
graphene can be synthesized through rapid heating of co-
sputtered Ni/C thin films on various insulating substrates,
as shown in Fig. 1(a) [31,32]. By applying a femtosecond
laser (780 nm, 120 fs, 100 MHz) direct writing technique,
open-air and room-temperature nanofabrication of arbi-
trary graphene patterns on insulating substrates (e.g.,
glasses and SiO2/Si) has been established. The method
enables the cost-effective fabrication of graphene patterns
directly on insulating substrates without a subsequent
graphene transfer process. Figure 1(b) shows the graphene
pattern of a “G” character under an optical microscope. By
simply using a computer program, arbitrary 2D graphene
patterns can be designed and fabricated using the DLW
system. Figure 1(c) presents the 2D band Raman mapping
image of the corresponding graphene pattern, which
clearly shows the deposition of graphene patterns on the
glass substrate. The uniform color contrast of the Raman
image indicates the uniform growth of graphene ribbon by
the DLW process.
Another example using DLW method for the fabrication

of graphene patterns is the laser-induced localized thermal
reduction of graphene oxide (GO) films [20,21,33]. To
achieve controllable reduction of GO, photo-induced
deoxygenation methods (e.g., photo-thermal reduction
[34,35] and photochemical reduction [36–38]) have been
developed to realize controlled properties of reduced GO
(RGO) in the past few years. Compared with conventional
thermal and chemical methods, photo-reduction of GO
shows the advantages of tunable reduction degree, flexible
patterning, high efficiency and low cost. More importantly,
it has the flexibility of direct fabrication and integration
with various devices. Laser heating caused by irradiation
triggers local chemical/physical reactions in GO, such as
the breaking of the oxygen-containing bonds and the
formation of new chemical bonds with the molecules/

Fig. 1 (a) Experimental schematic of the fabrication process via direct laser writing of graphene patterns in ambient environment;
(b) optical and (c) Raman images of the as-fabricated graphene patterns deposited on glass substrates [32]
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compounds around the local ambient environment. The
transformation from GO to RGO via laser irradiation
usually follows two basic processes: 1) photochemical
removal of oxygen from the GO surface, which is
accompanied by laser ablation; 2) structural reorganization
of the newly formed, reduced carbon lattice into the planar,
hexagonal, sp2-conjugated graphene structure [33].
The complex patterns of any arbitrary shapes with a high

feature resolution and a small pattern size on integrated
graphene materials can be achieved easily by the DLW
method. Zhang et al. successfully achieved controllable
reduction and patterning of GO films to fabricate graphene
microcircuits by using a femtosecond laser (790 nm, 120
fs, 80 MHz), as shown in Fig. 2(a), which is the schematic
of the femtosecond DLW reduction and the as-created
micropatterns observed by an optical microscope (Fig. 2
(b)) and an atomic force microscope (Fig. 2(c)). Micro-
patterns with a resolution of 500 nm could be achieved.
The mechanism of this femtosecond DLW-induced
deoxygenation could be mainly attributed to electronic
excitation effect and the electron-hole (e-h) recombination-
induced thermal effect. During the femtosecond DLW
process, the electronic excitation effect is significant in the
first several picoseconds, which largely weakens C-O
electronic bonding near the top of the valence band,
leading to an immediate deoxygenation of GO. After
sufficient e-h recombination, normal heat reduction
becomes dominant [33].

2.2 Laser thinning of 2D materials

TMDCs are intriguing 2D materials that have extraordin-
ary mechanical, electrical and optical properties. For
instance, monolayer MoS2 has a large direct bandgap of
~1.8 eV, while the bulk MoS2 has an indirect bandgap of
1.2 eV. Therefore, deterministic preparation of a mono-
layer of MoS2 is crucial toward exploiting monolayer
devices. Although mechanical and chemical exfoliation
methods can be used to obtain high quality MoS2
monolayers, the lack of control in the thickness, shape,
size and position of the flakes limits their applications.
Castellanos-Gomez et al. used a tightly focused continuous
wave (CW) 514 nm laser to thin MoS2 down to a
monolayer, as shown in Fig. 3 [39]. A similar way was also
used to process multilayered graphene to obtain a
monolayer of graphene [40]. After scanning the focused
laser beam on the multilayered sample with an optimized
power density and scanning speed, a uniform monolayer
region was created. By extending this to large area MoS2
films grown by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
method, direct thinning and micro-patterning could be
achieved simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the
sample absorbs the photons and converts the energy into
thermal energy. The generated heat facilitates the sublima-
tion of the upper layers to realize the direct thinning and a
monolayer domain surrounded by a multilayer region can
be fabricated (Fig. 3(c)). The MoS2 thinning process can be

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic illustration of the femtosecond direct laser writing reduction and patterning of GO; (b) optical microscopic images
of different micropatterns; (c) atomic force microscopy image of the details of micropatterns, the bottom two images show the profile of
the micropatterns [33]
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further controlled by choosing the appropriate laser
wavelength or using an ultrafast laser. In contrast,
monolayer MoS2 is transparent, implying potential for
selective-layer processing. This method has also been
applied to directly thinning and patterning WSe2 [41],
MoTe2 [42] and even BP [43]. The thinning mechanism is
based on the anisotropic thermal conductivity along the
horizontal and vertical directions. The spacing between
two adjacent layers function as a good thermal insulating
layer, preventing the laser energy to be conducted to the
adjacent layer, generating selectivity for thinning. Cho et
al. proposed and demonstrated laser thinning process to
fabricate an ohmic heterophase homojunction between
semiconducting hexagonal (2H) and metallic monoclinic
(1T') molybdenum ditelluride (MoTe2) that is stable up to
300°C and increases the carrier mobility of the MoTe2
transistor by a factor of about 50, while retaining a high on/
off current ratio of 106, which is beneficial for the
electronics devices [42]. In addition to the capabilities of
thinning and patterning, this method also possesses the
capability to modify the material properties, such as
bandgap, optical property, electrical conductivity and
surface properties of the TMDCs samples, enabling
broad optoelectronic applications [30].

2.3 Laser doping of 2D materials

Laser-assisted doping has been reported to be able to
modify semiconductor device characteristics in various 2D
materials, leading to superior device properties compared
with other conventional methods, such as implantation or
diffusion. During the reduction of GO under laser
irradiation, a controlled dopant precursor gas environment
can facilitate the simultaneous doping of the RGO by
taking the advantage of defect sites in GO [26,44]. When

the doping process is conducted using a nanosecond laser,
ultraviolet wavelength is used due to the strong GO
absorption band [45]. A similar process using a femtose-
cond laser in a controlled ammonia environment showed
efficient reduction into n-doped graphene [44].
TMDCs materials have direct bandgaps ranging from

1.0 to 2.5 eV [3]. Therefore, a visible wavelength laser
matching the absorption band of the material is a good
choice for materials processing. For nanoscale devices
using ultrathin TMDCs layered materials, to minimize
random dopant fluctuation and ensure device performance
reproducibility, site-specific doping with a precise doping
level control is essential. Laser-assisted phosphorus doping
in ultrathin (monolayer and bilayer) TMDCs, including n-
type MoS2 and p-type WSe2, was recently demonstrated
using a continuous wave 532 nm laser. Such a versatile,
air-stable, and tunable method was carried out by varying
the duration and intensity of a focused laser beam in a
phosphine (PH3) environment to accomplish the site-
specific doping, as shown in Fig. 4(a) [46]. The laser serves
two important functions: 1) creation of sulfur vacancies in
the TMDC materials; 2) simultaneous dissociation of the
dopant molecules. The released dopant molecules are then
incorporated into the vacancy sites. Different from its
function as n-type dopant for silicon, PH3 was introduced
as a p-type dopant precursor for ultrathin TMDCs where
phosphorus occupies sulfur sites. Figure 4(b) shows the
optical image of mechanically exfoliated monolayer and
five-layer MoS2 flakes. The monolayer MoS2 in Fig. 4(c) is
identified with a thickness of ~ 0.7 nm. The photolumines-
cence (PL) mapping in Fig. 4(d) is taken from the laser-
irradiated region indicated in Fig. 4(c). Extending the laser-
doping method to emerging 2D materials not only allows
site-specific selectivity, but also prevents the redistribution
of the impurity profile via a pulsed laser with short

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of laser interacts with MoS2 flake; (b) optical microscopic image of a multilayered MoS2 flake deposited onto a 285
nm SiO2/Si substrate; (c) same as in (b) after scanning a laser in the area marked by a dashed rectangle in (b). The laser thinning parameters
were l = 514 nm, incident power on the sample 10 mW, scan step 400 nm, and exposure time of 0.1 s between steps [39]
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irradiation durations. Moreover, ultrafast laser may provide
a novel way for TMDC layer doping through atomic-scale
control of vacancy generation and the subsequent refilling
with impurity atoms via non-thermal lattice disturbance
processes [46].

2.4 Two beam laser interference technique

In addition to DLW, another fabrication method of periodic
arrays within the micro- and submicrometer scale is two
beam laser interference (TBLI) [33,47,48]. This technique
is particularly suitable for periodic pattern fabrication on
planar and non-planar surfaces. One obvious advantage of
this method is that fairly large areas can be processed
within a short period of time. Hence, it offers a route to up-
scaled production [49]. By properly selecting the proces-
sing parameters, it is suitable to create various surface
topographies. Likewise, different effects such as melting,
defect and phase formation can be induced. Therefore,
electrical, chemical and/or mechanical surface properties
can be periodically varied. As shown in Fig. 5, a grating
structure with a period of 2 mm was created through the
laser ablation and removal of the oxygen-containing

functional groups of a GO film [33]. The origin of such
a beautiful iridescence could be explained by the light
diffraction from the grating. In addition to the 2D grating
structure, a nanofolder structure on the edge of the grating
patterns was also formed due to the layered arrangement of
the GO sheets. These hierarchical structures contribute to a
high adhesive superhydrophobic property. Since the
periodicity of the grating on the graphene film could be
tuned in a certain range by changing the angle between the
two laser beams, the optical properties could be manipu-
lated in a controlled manner by changing the laser
fabrication parameters [33,47].

3 Broad applications

Laser irradiance introduces local physical and chemical
changes of 2D materials, leading to effective property
modifications, which provide the basic for many 2D
material devices formation with laser processing [29]. For
example, the complex refractive index of GO and TMDCs
(WS2) can be changed during the DLW process, which is
beneficial for phase modulation in ultrathin 2D materials

Fig. 4 Laser-assisted doping of MoS2. (a) Schematic diagram of laser-assisted doping method. Focused laser locally illuminated on the
MoS2 flakes (blue atoms, Mo; yellow atoms, S) located on a SiO2/Si substrate under diluted phosphine dopant gas environment; (b) optical
image of as-prepared monolayer and five-layer MoS2 on SiO2/Si substrate (blue color represents MoS2); (c) AFM image of the zoomed
area in (b). Its thickness is ~ 0.7 nm, nm, in a good agreement with the thickness of a monolayer of MoS2. The circle in (c) is the laser
exposed spot area in the laser doping; (d) PL mapping of the zoomed area in (c) that showed the PL intensity enhancement of the laser-
assisted doped area [46]
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lens [22,50,51]. The bandgap and electrical conductivity of
2D materials can be modulated by laser irradiation, which
can be used in photonics and optoelectronics devices, like
transparent conductive electrode (TCE), light emission
diodes (LEDs) and field effect transistors (FETs). Besides,
the porosity, surface hydrophilicity or phase can also be
changed by laser irradiation, which are suitable for targeted
applications, such as electrochemical storage and biocom-
patible devices. Recently, a number of functional devices
have been successfully demonstrated using 2D materials
by direct laser processing, indicating its great application
potentials.

3.1 Photonics and optoelectronic devices

3.1.1 Ultrathin flat lens

Extensive efforts have been devoted to develop ultrathin
flat lens, such as micro Fresnel lenses and conventional
micro lenses, plasmonics lenses and metasurface lenses
[52]. However, it is still challenging to realize ultrathin
optical lenses with subwavelength focusing resolution,
high focusing efficiency, broadband wavelength operation,
cost-effective manufacturing and flexible integration cap-
ability. Zheng et al. designed a novel ultrathin (thickness of
~ 200 nm) flat GO lens based on the manipulation of the
phase and amplitude of an incident light beam simulta-
neously [50,53].
The design of the GO ultrathin flat lens and the

corresponding results both in theory and experiment are

illustrated in Fig. 6. The GO flat lens with the concentric
ring was fabricated by the DLW method to covert the GO
to RGO via the photo-reduction process, as illustrated in
Fig. 6(a) [50]. The controllable removal of the oxygen-
containing functional groups by the laser in the exposed
GO film leads to three continuously tunable local physical
property variations: the reduction of the film thickness, the
increase of the refractive index and the decrease of the
transmission. Consequently, the three tunable local
property variations provide a flexibility in designing new
ultrathin flat lens concept with the capabilities of both
amplitude and phase control, and thus make the GO flat
lens concept different from the conventional Fresnel lenses
and other flat lenses, which mostly rely on either phase or
amplitude modulation solely.
When a uniform plane wave impinges on the GO lens,

part of the beam is absorbed and refracted by the RGO
zones, experiencing substantial amplitude and phase
modulations. The other part of the beam propagating
through the GO zones only experiences ignorable
amplitude modulations (Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)). The sub-
wavelength 3D focusing is a result of the interference of
wavelets originated in the lens plane from different zones
(Fig. 6(d)), which has been confirmed by its cross-sectional
plots in the lateral and axial directions both theoretically
and experimentally, as shown in Figs. 6(e) – 6(h). To
further test its mechanical robustness, a GO thin film with
prefabricated lens arrays is integrated on a flexible
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. The 4 � 4 GO
lens array survives without any compromise of the

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of the two-beam laser interference (TBLI) system for the fabrication of superhydrophobic graphene
films; (b) photograph of an as-patterned graphene film, the structural color can be observed by the naked eye; (c) optical microscopic
image of the graphene pattern; (d) schematic illustration of the graphene surface after the TBLI treatment; (e) scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image of the superhydrophobic and iridescent graphene film [33]
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morphology or optical performance after the bending test,
indicating the prominent mechanical strength and flex-
ibility of the GO films [53].
In summary, Zheng et al. showed an ultrathin GO flat

lens with 3D subwavelength focusing that is able to tightly
focus broadband light from visible to near infrared (~1500
nm bandwidth) with an absolute focusing efficiency
of> 32% over the entire band. These flexible GO lenses
are mechanically robust with excellent focusing properties
under high stress. The facile and scalable fabrication
method enables promising applications for on-chip
nanophotonics. The new wavefront shaping concept with
laser patterned GO films, provides novel and viable
solution for ultra-light-weight, highly efficient, highly
integratable and flexible optical systems, opening up new
avenues for various multidisciplinary applications includ-
ing non-invasive 3D biomedical imaging, optical micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) and laboratory-on-
chip (LoC) devices [22].
Theoretically, the thickness of a flat lens is limited to a

monolayer of 2D materials. However, it is difficult to
experimentally achieve such a thickness due to the
insufficient phase or amplitude modulation based on the

intrinsic refractive index and absorption of the materials
when the thickness is reduced to sub-nanometer. Lin et al.
demonstrated an ultrathin flat WS2 lens with a thickness of
7 Å, which was fabricated in a monolayer of WS2 single
crystal via DLW method to selectively ablate the material
[51]. Compared with conventional phase modulation
principle, they applied the ultra-high refractive index of
the material to effectively modulate the amplitude of the
incident light to achieve 3D focusing with almost
diffraction-limited resolution.
The focusing principle of the monolayer WS2 lens is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 7(a). The collimated
incident light experiences strong reflection and low
transmission (< 30%) at the SiO2-WS2 and WS2-air
interface when it impinges the area of WS2 crystal, due
to the high index contrast. Meanwhile, the light goes
through the SiO2-air interface with negligible reflection.
Thus, the amplitude of the incident light is effectively
modulated by the lens. Figure 7(b) shows the Raman
mapping image of the fabricated WS2 lens. The lens
structure composing of four concentric rings fabricated in
the triangular shaped monolayer WS2 crystal can be clearly
identified due to the high reflection contrast between the

Fig. 6 Design of the GO lens. (a) Conceptual design and laser fabrication of the GO ultrathin lens; (b) amplitude and phase modulations
provided by the transmission and refractive index difference, respectively, between the GO and RGO zones; (c) topographic profile of the
GO lens measured with an optical profiler; (d) left: schematic of the wavefront manipulation by the GO lens converting the incident plane
wave into a spherical wavefront. Right: intensity distributions of the 3D focal spot predicted by the analytical model for a GO lens with
three rings and the radius of the most inner rings of 1.8 mm; (e, f) theoretical focal intensity distributions in the lateral and axial directions;
(g, h) experimental focal intensity distributions along the lateral and axial directions [50]
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WS2 crystal and the SiO2 substrate. The removal of the
WS2 material in the patterned area is also confirmed. By
controlling the position and the line width of the concentric
rings, the lens can achieve optimal constructive inter-
ference of light at the designed position, which results in a
tight focal spot. The cross-sectional images of the focal
spot in the x-y plane and x-z plane are shown in Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d), which present a full width at a half maximum
along the x and z-directions are 0.6l and 2l, respectively
[51].

3.1.2 Ultrathin GO polarizers

Ultrathin polarizers in the near infrared wavelength range
are indispensable elements in integrated optical systems
and have been extensively studied using metamaterials,
metasurfaces, wire-grid polarizers and guided resonance
based polarizers. However, the extinction ratio and the
efficiency of the polarizers is largely restricted by the
considerable metallic losses, especially in the shorter
wavelength for the wire-grid polarizers. The operating
wavelengths of the guided resonance-based polarizers are
greatly limited to 1550 nm due to the conventional
available transparent materials (silicon and indium phos-
phide) in the infrared range. Moreover, the fabrication and
deposition for conventional materials (silicon or metals)
are time-consuming. Consequently, it is still challenging to
realize ultrathin polarizers from the visible to infrared with
a high extinction ratio, high transmission efficiency and
flexible capabilities using cost-effective fabrication meth-
ods [22,53].

Inspired by the prominent optical properties of GO and
laser-induced RGO, Zheng et al. proposed a C-shaped,
ultrathin micro-polarizer on a GO film with high a
extinction ratio (> 3000), which is one order of magnitude
larger than the current guided resonance-based polarizer, as
shown in Fig. 8 [22]. The periodic C-shaped array on the
GO film was designed (Fig. 8(a)), fabricated by DLW
method (Fig. 8(b)) [54] and the transmission spectra were
calculated for both TM and TE polarizations, respectively
(Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)). At the optimized thickness of 100
nm, the GO film can only support the guided resonances at
a reasonable linear absorption loss. Notably, the asym-
metric Fano resonance can be seen for both polarizations,
corresponding to the indirect transmission process where
the incident energy excites the guided resonances. Also the
direct transmission process has been confirmed by the
Febry-Perot oscillation of the background. Moreover, by
introducing the C-shaped, asymmetric structure, the
spectra is highly sensitive to the incident polarization.
For example, a high transmission as large as 0.8 for the TE
polarization can be observed at ~ 1.3 mm, whereas almost
zero transmission is shown at the same wavelength for the
TM polarization due to the strong confinement of the
incident light within the C-shaped film (Fig. 8(c)).
Consequently, the observed strong polarization sensitivity
of the guided resonance on the GO film can potentially
serve as an ultrathin planer polarizer [22].
The working wavelength can be tuned over a wide range

from the visible (600 nm) to the near infrared (1.6 mm) due
to the dispersionless nature of the GO film, largely
extending the current working wavelength (1.5 mm) of

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic demonstration of the focusing principle of the monolayer WS2 lens; (b) Raman mapping image of a WS2 lens;
Cross-sectional intensity distributions of the focal spot in the focal plane (c) and along the axial direction (d) [51]
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silicon or indium phosphide materials. Additionally, the
incident-angle (q in Fig. 8(a)) dependence of the micro-
polarizer has been studied and high extinction ratio
remains for a wide range of q as large as 30°. Compared
to the first graphene fiber polarizer [55], the working
principle of the GO polarizer is the guided-mode
resonances in a photonic crystal structure. Therefore, the
out-of-the-plane incident beam can be polarized by using
the GO polarizer, whereas the graphene fiber polarizer is
used for the in-plane beam polarization, which means the
GO polarizer is useful in free-space optical systems. The
GO micro-polarizer may provide various on-chip photo-
nics applications due to its high efficiency, broadband
working wavelength range, large extinction ratio and cost-
effective fabrication [22,53].

3.1.3 Perfect absorber

Jia et al. demonstrated ultra-broadband transmission light
absorber (TLA) of more than 90% at a near infrared
wavelength of 1000 nm with a bandwidth of more than 300
nm in ultrathin gratings composed of gradient index
graphene-based metamaterials. The 90 nm thick film
consisting of alternating GO and dielectric material with
2 nm thickness of each layer is prepared using the layer-by-
layer (LBL) self-assembly technique. The gratings struc-

ture is fabricated using the flexible femtosecond DLW that
simultaneously ablates the film and converts the graphene
oxide to graphene via laser photo-reduction. The results are
shown in Fig. 9, which open up new avenues for the
nanostructured 2D materials photonic device to enable
novel optical applications [56].

3.1.4 Creating p-n junctions in graphene

Owing to the unique physical and chemical properties,
graphene shows great potential in various applications,
especially in electronics devices, which require precise
control of complex patterns of integrated circuits. How-
ever, one of the biggest drawbacks of graphene for
electronics is its zero band gap. In this regard, construction
of p-n junctions to modulate carrier transmission prob-
ability by turning some regions of graphene into n-type and
others into p-type semiconductors is an efficient method to
control the current flow. The interfaces between the two
regions form p-n junctions, which are the basic building
blocks of semiconductor electronic devices including solar
cells, LEDs and FETs [57]. They are considered to be the
active sites where the electronic action of the device takes
place. This behavior is due to the depletion region of the p-
n junction that enables the flow of electrons in one
direction but not the other [29,58].

Fig. 8 (a) Schematic design of the proposed GO polarizer with 2D periodic C-shape arrays. The C-shape array is in the x-y plane and the
incident light is in the y-z plane with the colatitude angle q; (b) optical microscopic image of fabricated C-shape array. The lattice constant
of C-shape array is 3 mm, the line width of each C-shape is 500 nm and the radius of C-shape is 1 mm. Inset: A magnified image of the
yellow box; (c) strong confinement of the incident light within the GO polarizer under TM polarization; (d) transmission spectra of the
proposed GO polarizer with TE and TM polarized light incidence [22,53]
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Seo et al. showed a novel method for doping graphene in
air via a simple DLW technique [59]. This method enable
the effective control of carrier type and density in
graphene, and it can also be used to dope graphene with
any arbitrary patterns. When the laser is irradiated to the 6,
13-bis (triisopropylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TIPS-penta-
cene) coated p-type graphene, it induces charge transfer
and air-stable n-doping (Fig. 10(a)). By adjusting the
irradiation time (or intensity), the Dirac point of a graphene
FET gradually shifts from positive (p-type) to zero
(intrinsic) then to negative (n-type) gate voltages (Fig. 10
(b)). This method only requires spin-coating of TIPS-
pentacene and a low-power visible laser fabrication
system. This method is facile and cost-effective, opening
the door for fabricating cost-effective graphene electronics
at large scales. The focused-laser inducing p-n junctions in
graphene provide a promising route to build graphene-

based electronics and optoelectronic devices. Furthermore,
the fabrication method are also applicable to control the
bandgap in other TMDCs materials [29].

3.1.5 Transparent conductive electrode

Transparent and flexible electronics have been of great
interest due to their attractive applications in displays,
touch panels and photovoltaics [60,61]. Kymakis et al.
showed laser reduced GO films can be utilized as
transparent electrodes in flexible, bulk heterojunction and
organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices, potentially replacing
the conventional indium tin oxide (ITO), as shown in
Fig. 11 [61]. Figure 11(a) shows the sheet resistance (RSH)
and transmittance (TR) at l = 550 nm of laser reduced GO
films of various thicknesses. Notably, both RSH and TR
decreased with the increasing thickness of GO. The

Fig. 9 (a) Schematic representation of a three-layer structure system with the top multilayer graphene-based metamaterial with thickness
t patterned as gratings of period p. d is the width of the air groove; (b) optical profiler image of gratings with p = 980 nm and w = 400 nm;
(c) cross-sectional plot of the optical profiler image; (d) measured absorption spectra for TE polarization, TM polarization, unpolarized
light and sample without grating structure [56]
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obtained lowest RSH is 0.7 kW/sq for the 20.1 nm thick
laser reduced GO film whose transmittance is 44%. The
highest optical transparency of 88% was obtained for the
4.5 nm thick laser reduced GO, but the RSH is 18 kW/sq.

The flexible electronics technology requires electrodes
exhibiting simultaneous high transparency and conductiv-
ity complemented by flexibility. Figure 11(b) depicts the
averaged RSH of the laser reduced GO films with various

Fig. 10 (a) Fabricated n-doped regions in the form of the letters “UI” with the laser writing method; (b) resistance vs gate voltage (R-Vg)
curves for a graphene FET as fabricated (black line), after spin coating TIPS-pentacene (red line), and after laser irradiation of the entire
channel area (blue line) [59]

Fig. 11 (a) Transmittance at 550 nm and sheet resistance of the laser reduced GO (LrGO) films on PET substrates as a function of their
film thickness. The inset shows the UV-vis transmittance spectra of the LrGO films on PET; (b) sheet resistance (normalized to the
unbending sheet resistance) for various bending angles and thicknesses; (c) schematic and (d) picture of the flexible PET/r-GO/PEDOT:
PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al photovoltaic devices fabricated; (e) illuminated current-voltage (J-V) curves of the solar cells with various LrGO
film thicknesses [61]
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thicknesses, normalized with the RSH before bending,
under different bending angles. It is observed that the
electrical characteristics of the flexible laser reduced GO
films show no significant dependence on the bending
angle. Figure 11(e) presents the illuminated J-V character-
istics of the OPV devices with laser reduced GO thickness
of 4.6, 11.3, 16.4 and 20.1 nm. The optimum thickness is
about 16.4 nm, where a JSC of 5.62 mA/cm2, a VOC of 0.57
V and an overall power-conversion efficiency of 1.1% is
obtained, which is the highest reported result for OPV
device incorporating reduced GO as the transparent
electrode so far. The in situ photo-reduction of GO films
creates a new way to produce flexible functional graphene
electrodes for various electronic applications in a process
that carries substantial promise for industrial implementa-
tion [61].

3.1.6 Laser-induced microstructuring of 2D perovskite

Recently, organic-inorganic hybrid materials have become
a hot topic toward optoelectronic applications. Metal
halide lead perovskites, depending on the chemical

interaction between organic and inorganic entities, show-
ing a wide range of crystal packing and diverse properties.
The applications of 2D organic-inorganic perovskites in
photonic devices were studied by embedding them into
micro-cavities, waveguides, distributed Bragg reflectors
and patterned metallic/dielectric gratings using compli-
cated fabrication protocols [62–64].
Among various patterning methods, DLWas a facile and

non-contact method stands out and has been utilized to
pattern various organic (polymers and sol-gel materials)
and inorganic (silicon) materials. However, both organic
and inorganic entities are together in perovskites, hence
optimisation of patterning could be a formidable task due
to the insufficient information on laser induced chemical/
physical effects of these hybrid materials. In this regard,
Kanaujia et al. reported the laser interaction of 2D
perovskite thin films, which explained concurrent changes
in the morphological and optical properties of 2D
perovskites during the DLW process [65]. The occurrence
of laser interaction in these systems is due to a single
photon absorption related mechanism, as shown in Fig. 12
(a). During the laser-material interaction, the imparted

Fig. 12 (a) Schematic of the laser-material interaction mechanism of organic-inorganic perovskite laser writing; (b) direct laser writing
CH3NH3PbBr3 wire drawn onto an Au interdigitated microelectrode; (c) SEM of the CH3NH3PbBr3 wire [65,66]
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energy diffuses into the surrounding area. Due to a
relatively high power density at the laser focus spot, the
local temperature of the interaction zone increases, which
is known as the temperature affected zone. Once the
material starts melting and consequently the material
evaporation takes place, forming a plasma plume which
consists of evaporated hot organic-inorganic perovskite
nanoparticles. Due to gravitational pull and temperature
gradients, these hot nanoparticles release heat and start
condensing at the nearby edge area [65].
Chou et al. showed DLW of lead halide perovskites, a

facile method that takes advantage of the inverse
dependence between perovskite solubility and temperature
via laser to induce localized heating of an absorbing
substrate [66]. They showed arbitrary pattern formation of
crystalline CH3NH3PbBr3 on various substrates, and then
fabricated and characterized a microscale photodetector, as
shown in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c). This DLW method
provides a path toward the prototyping and production of
perovskite-based devices. It was showed lead perovskite
precursors exhibit an inverse relationship between solubi-
lity and temperature. This relationship provides a simple
mechanism to spatially confine crystal growth, e.g., using a
laser to induce microscale heating of a transducing
substrate. Indeed, this premise turns out to be straightfor-
ward, and allows for the advancement of DLW of lead
halide perovskites materials routinely from bath solution.
This method provides site-specific integration of perovs-
kite functionality onto platforms used in electronics via
fabrication of a microscale photodetector incorporating a
perovskite wire.
In summary, all the above examples show DLW can be

well used to fabricate 2D material functional devices with
unique performance properties not achievable before.
These include ultrathin flat lens, ultrathin polarizes, perfect
absorbers, p-n junctions, transport conductive electrode
and etc., which demonstrate the flexibility and cost-
effective properties of DLW technique. Furthermore,
DLW has been used to locally change the nonlinear
properties (nonlinear absorption coefficient and nonlinear
refractive index) of GO materials, which offers a new
flexibility in modifying the device performance for all-
optical communication devices [67–69].

3.2 Electrochemical energy storage

With the increasing demand of portable electronics,
supercapacitors have attracted much attention due to their
high power density, fast charge-discharge rate and superior
cycling stability [70–75]. Among all the electrochemical
energy storage devices, the flexible and miniaturized
supercapacitors compatible with integrated energy storage
devices have been explored and fabricated. Compared with
the conventional heavy and bulky supercapacitors, the
micro-supercapacitors are easily fabricated into various
shapes and arrays via a facile design and integration,

making them promising for stand-alone power sources for
microelectronics devices. Graphene is a promising elec-
trode material due to its prominent advantages of large
specific surface area (SSA), mechanical strength, and
electrical properties. GO has been widely used in different
charge-storage devices. However, compared with the
theoretical value of a monolayer of graphene, the specific
capacitance, energy density, and power density of GO-
based devices are still low because of the van der Waals
interaction induced restacking of RGO sheets during
reduction, which largely reduces the SSA of RGO and
leads to a relative low capacitance.
Due to its local-area material processing and high spatial

resolution properties, laser-induced graphene-based mate-
rials with specific micro/nano-structures can offer great
technological advances for micro-supercapacitors with
ultrahigh power density. In this regard, El-Kady et al.
proposed a strategy for graphene-based supercapacitors via
a standard LightScribe DVD optical drive to conduct laser
reduction of GO to laser-scribed graphene (LSG) [76].
Such method could efficiently prevent the restacking of
graphene sheets and enable the LSG with high mechanical
robustness to reach a high SSA of 1520 m2/g and excellent
conductivity of 1738 S/m (Fig. 13(a)). Ultrathin (thick-
ness< 100 mm) supercapacitor was fabricated without any
binder or current collectors, which showed ultrahigh
energy density values (1.36 mWh/cm3) in different
electrolytes, approximately two times higher than that of
a commercial activated-carbon supercapacitors, making it
potentially useful in micro-device applications. Subse-
quently, this group further achieved the direct light scribe
of interdigitated graphene micro-supercapacitors on the
disc based on a computer-designed circuit by using
LightScribe DVD burner (Fig. 13(b)) [77]. This in-plane
patterned LSG showed a much high conductivity of 2350
S/m and could be directly applied in micro-supercapacitors
after adding the electrolyte. Compared with conventional
micro-fabrication strategies, this efficient method facili-
tated the construction of micro-devices with high area
density, in which more than 100 micro-supercapacitors
could be produce on a DVD disc with a lateral spatial
resolution of ~ 20 mm (Figs. 13(c) and 13(d)). These
fabricated electrodes reached a high power density of 200
W/cm3, and even maintained 96% of their initial
performance after 10000 consecutive charge-discharge
cycles. The devices are built on flexible substrates for
flexible electronics that can be integrated with microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) or complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) in a single chip. However,
light scribe is not adjustable and based on dot-by-dot
fabrication, therefore it is limited to control the laser
parameters.
Using a similar DLW method, all-carbon monolithic

micro-supercapacitos on hydrated and self-supported GO
film were constructed in-plane and conventional sand-
wiched structures with different geometries in RGO-GO-
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RGO configurations via CO2 DLW technique by Gao et al.,
as shown in Fig. 14(a) [78]. Selective ultrasonic removal of
RGO or GO was realized through a precise control over the
laser power and temperature of the substrate. Interestingly,
as an ionic conductor and electrical insulator, the
remaining hydrated GO area between patterned RGO
electrodes could serve as an electrolyte as well as electrode
separator due to the presence of trapped water with ion
transport characteristics in the micro-supercapacitors.
Figure 14(b) shows a photograph of an array of concentric
circular RGO patterns fabricated on a free-standing
hydrated GO film. The laser irradiation would induce the
decomposition of functional groups and generate water
vapor to release gases, leading to the porous structure of
laser-reduced RGO region, as shown in Fig. 14(c).
Consequently, the resulting micro-supercapacitor devices
showed good cyclic stability and energy storage capacities.
Especially, the in-plane circular patterned supercapacitor
had the much high capacitance of 0.51 mF/cm2 with a
power density of 1.7 W/cm3.

3.3 Other applications

3.3.1 Surface enhanced Raman scattering

Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is an attractive
topic because it provides the fingerprints information on
targeted molecules with high sensitivities, which shows a
great potential in biomedical applications. To realize
effective SERS measurements, it is crucial to design
effective plasmonic structures as SERS substrates, which
can enhance the Raman signal via localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) [79]. Using conventional
micro/nano-fabrication methods, various kinds of metallic
micro/nanostructures (e.g., close-packed metallic nanopar-
ticles and multi-branched metallic nanocrystals) were
designed for SERS measurements. However, these meth-
ods are complicated, which limits the practical applica-
tions. To realize a facile preparation of SERS substrates,
rough metal surface have also been prepared by coating
noble metal (e.g., gold and silver) nanoparticles on rough

Fig. 13 (a) Fabrication process of laser-scribed graphene-based electrochemical capacitors; (b) schematic diagram of the preparation
process for an LSG micro-supercapacitor; (c) and (d) photographs of 100 micro-devices on a single run with high flexibility [76,77]
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templates. However, such rough templates usually possess
strong PL. Furthermore, both gold and silver films also
have a strong PL background under laser excitation, which
function as background noise, difficult for Raman signal
collection. In this regard, graphene and its derivatives seem
to be another suitable template for SERS since the
extraordinary electronic properties may well address the
above-mentioned concerns by effectively quenching the
fluorescence signal from the probe molecules. In addition,
graphene derivatives show additional chemical enhancing
ability, high adsorption to target molecules, good biocom-
patibility and anti-oxidation of silver nanoparticels
(AgNPs), which are highly beneficial for SERS signals.
Thus, rational combination of GO/RGO and noble metal
nanoparticles could largely improve the SERS perfor-
mance.

Yan et al. reported the fabrication of RGO grating
structures by TBLI for highly efficient SERS substrates via
simple physical vapor deposition coating of silver, as
shown in Fig. 15(a) [79]. TBLI has been used to fabricate
hierarchical RGO grating structures with microscale
gratings and nanoscale folders through a laser induced
ablation and photo-reduction process (Fig. 5). The
hierarchical structures contribute to the formation of
plasmonic structures after AgNPs coating, giving rise to
the formation of many SERS “hot spots,” while the RGO
substrate would provide chemical enhancement of Raman
signal through interaction with target molecules. The
significantly increased roughness with respect to the
hierarchical structures in combination with the removal
of hydrophilic oxygen-containing groups endows the
resultant substrates with unique super-hydrophobicity,

Fig. 14 (a) Schematics of CO2 laser-patterning of free-standing hydrated GO films to fabricate RGO-GO-RGO devices with in-plane
and sandwich geometries. The black contrast in the top schematics corresponds to RGO, and the light contrast to unmodified hydrated GO.
For in-plane devices, three different geometries were used, and the concentric circular pattern gives the highest capacitance density. The
bottom row shows photographs of patterned films; (b) photograph of an array of concentric circular patterns fabricated on a free-standing
hydrated GO film; (c) SEM image of the interface between GO and RGO, with yellow arrows indicating a long-range pseudo-ordered
structure generated by laser-beam scanning [78]
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which leads to the enhancement of analytes and further
increases the detection sensitivity. The synergistic effects
make the silver-coated RGO (Ag-RGO) gratings as a
highly efficient SERS substrate. It showed high SERS
enhancement, low detection limit (10–10 M) and high
reproducibility in the test of rhodamine B (RhB), as shown
in Figs. 15(b) and 15(c). As a rapid, mask-free, chemical-
free, and flexible laser processing technology, TBLI has
great potential for making RGO micro/nano-structures
toward the development of SERS substrates.
Furthermore, the focused laser beam has been proved to

enable selective self-assembly of gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) on the surface of a MoS2 film to form functional
hybrids. Considering the strong coupling of AuNPs to the
Raman signal and the efficient adsorption of aromatic
organic molecules on the MoS2, the as-prepared AuNPs-
MoS2 hybrid can conduct as superior SERS substrates for
the detection of aromatic organic molecules. These SERS
substrates present a sensitive detection ability to molecules
of methylene blue and rhodamine 6G even at the resonance
excitation wavelength. With the extensive applicability of
the laser techniques, DLW is expected to play a significant
role in extending the functionalities of a broad range of 2D
materials [30].

3.3.2 Biomedical applications

The attractive properties of graphene and its derivatives for
biomedical applications have been explored as versatile
platforms to promote neural cell alignment and cell

differentiation processes [80–84]. Using DLW approach,
Lorenzoni et al. fabricated patterned graphene substrates
that promoted ordered growth of primary embryonic
hippocampal neurons, as shown in Fig. 16 [83]. Chemical
vapor deposition single layer graphene was fabricated by
single pulse UV laser ablation at the lowest effective laser
power. Patterned substrates were then coated with poly-D-
lysine by means of a simple immersion in solution (Fig. 16
(a)). The functionalization is more effective on the single
layer graphene, resulting in notably higher alignment for
neuron adhesion and growth (Figs. 16(b) and 16(c)).
Peláez et al. used laser interferometry to generate fringed
channels with topography on partially RGO layers
(thickness of (12�4) nm) as a substrate, then studied cell
adhesion, morphology, viability, and differentiation in
embryonic neural progenitor cells on platforms with a
period of 9.4 mm (higher than the typical dimensions of
neural somas) [84]. Fringed platforms significantly
promote neurite alignment (~50% at 6 d), while preserving
viability and neural differentiation. The laser-based
method promise a meaningful tool for the advanced neural
interfaces, such as electrodes and biosensors, either by
patterning bulk materials or as fringed graphene-based
coatings of pre-existing ones [84].
Moreover, BP nanosheets have been proved to have

great possibility to enable efficient loading of theranostic
agents, similar to graphene, MoS2, because of the atom-
ically thin 2D structure and relatively large surface area.
Tao et al. revealed the biological activities and screened the
endocytosis pathways of PEGylated BP nanosheets in

Fig. 15 (a) Schematic illustration of TBLI fabrication of RGO gratings and subsequent silver coating toward the development of SERS
substrates. (i) TBLI treatment of GO film; (ii) light intensity distribution of two interfered laser beams; (iii) RGO gratings; and (iv) Ag-
RGO gratings as SERS substrates; (b) comparison of SERS measured with two different laser polarization directions with respect to the
gratings, red and blue curves show the SERS spectra measured with the polarization parallel and perpendicular to the gratings,
respectively. (Inset) SEM image of the Ag-RGO gratings; red and blue marks show the laser polarization directions; (c) SERS spectra of
RhB solution with different concentrations, from top to bottom the concentration decreased from 10–6 to 10–10 M [79]
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cancer cells, providing guidance for the essential under-
standing of BP and other emerging 2D nanomaterials for
cancer theranostics [85]. Both in vitro and in vivo
experiments verified the safety and enhanced antitumor
effect. The black phosphorus quantum dots (BPQDs) also
exhibited an excellent near infrared (NIR) photo-thermal
performance and good photostability [86,87]. After PEG
conjugation, the BPQDs showed enhanced stability in
physiologic medium, and there was no toxicity to different
types of cells. NIR photoexcitation of the BPQDs led to
significant cell death, suggesting that the nanoparticles
have large potential as photo-thermal agents.

4 Conclusions

Employing direct laser fabrication technique to achieve
complex micro/nano-structures of 2D materials has
attracted numerous interests. It has been widely studied
for broad applications in the integrated photonics and
optoelectronics, electrochemical energy storage and etc. In
this review, we have summarized the design and fabrica-
tion of 2D materials through laser processing, including
direct patterning, controllable thinning, doping and
functionalization, along with the recent progress in

applying these integrated materials in photonics and
optoelectronics devices, electrochemical energy storage
devise, sensing and biomedical applications.
The direct laser fabrication method forms a promising

strategy for simple, rapid and large-scale fabrication of
various patterns without masks and harsh conditions.
Ultrafast lasers can drive a wide range of subtractive and
additive processes for the patterning and functionalization
of 2D materials. Mechanisms such as multiphoton
absorption, thermal effects, non-thermal interactions,
photochemical effects, as well as compatibility and
integration with advanced diagnostics can be beneficial
in this effort. Furthermore, ultrafast lasers can be used for
scalable processing and therefore realize the next-genera-
tion high-performance portable, integratable and flexible
devices based on 2D materials. Depending on the
repetition rate of the ultrafast laser, the thermal effect can
be minimized in the fabrication process. In contrast, CW
laser fabrication is mainly a thermal based effect. The
absorbed laser energy is rapidly converted into local heat
and raises the local temperature, leading to the structural
change and fabrication of materials. The laser wavelength
also plays a significant role in the laser fabrication. The
wavelength falls within the absorption band of the
materials can enable single photon fabrication efficiently.

Fig. 16 (a) Schematics of the steps proposed to create an ordered neural network on single layer graphene (SLG) substrate; (b) and (c)
neural networks oriented along line patterns. In (b) yellow markers indicate the width of graphene stripes, kept at 40 mm, black markers
indicate the width of etched stripes, i.e., 30 and 60 mm in the pattern shown. In (c) the boundary region between graphene (upper left) and
patterned graphene is shown. For the samples shown the fluency used during laser patterning was 0.8 J/cm2 [83]
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When the illumination wavelength is beyond the single
photon absorption band, a tightly focused pulsed laser
beam is required to enable two-photon based nonlinear
absorption.
Further advancements rely on both super-resolution [88]

and parallel writing method (multifocal direct laser
printing) [89] to achieve better selectivity and molecular
level manipulation with high productivity. Combining this
versatile DLW technique with the super-resolution and
parallel writing method, it is promising to lead to a novel
laser-based fabrication platform enabling multidimen-
sional functional and scalable 2D material fabrication.
With the joint efforts from material science, laser
engineering and device process design showing up,
promises innovative solutions to grand challenges, which
were difficult to solve before.
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